It has been observed that when people make crude estimates, they feel comfortable choosing between alternatives which differ by a half-order of magnitude (e.g., were there 100,300, or 1,000 people in the crowd), and less comfortable making a choice on a more detailed scale, with finer granules, or on a coarser scale (like 100 or 1,000). In this paper, we describe two models of choosing granularity in commonsense estimates, and we show that for both models, in the optimal granularity, the next estimate is 3-4 times larger than the previous one. Thus, these two optimization results explain the commonsense granularity.
Introduction
People often need to make crude estimates of a quantity, e.g., estimating the size of a crowd or someone's salary. When people make these crude estimates, they usually feel reasonably comfortable choosing between alternatives which differ by a half order of magnitude (HOM). For example, a person can reasonably estimate whether the size of a crowd was closer to 100, or to 300, or to 1000. If we ask for an estimate on a more refined scale, e.g., 300 or 350, people will generally be unable to make it. I f we ask for an estimate on a coarser scale, e.g., 100 or 1000, people may be able to answer, but they will feel their answer is uninformative.
A particularly striking case of the utility of HOMs is presented by coinage and currency. Most countries have, in addition to denominations for the powers of ten, one or two coins or bills between every two powers of ten. Thus, in the United States, in addition to coins or bills for $01, $.lo, $1.00, $10.00, and $100.00, there are also coins or bills in common use for $.05, $.25, $5.00, $20,00, and $50.00. These latter provide rough HOM measures for monetary amounts.
It is natural that people should categorize the sizes of physical objects in terms of how they must interact with them. When two objects are roughly of the same size, Vladik Kreinovich Computer Science, Univ. of Texas at El Paso El Paso, TX 79968, USA vladik@cs.utep.edu we manipulate them or navigate about them in roughly the same way. But when one object is about three times larger in linear dimension than another, it must be handled in a different manner. Thus, an orange can be held in one hand, whereas a basketball is more easily held with two, A carton is held in our arms rather than our hands, and canying a table often requires a second person. For hrther arguments along these lines, see [ 11.
These observations lead naturally to the following question: If we are to have a rough logarithmic classification scheme for quantities, what is the optimal granularity for commonsense estimates?
There are three requirements we would like the classification scheme to have.
The categories should be small enough that the types of our interactions with objects are predictable from their category; that HOMs accomplish this is argued above and in [I] .
The categories should be large enough that ordinary variation among objects in a class do not usually cross category boundaries; we show that HOMs satisfy this requirement in Section 2.
The categories should be large enough that aggregation operations have reasonably predictable results; we argue for this claim for HOMs in Section 3.
Thus in this paper we describe two different models for commonsense estimation and show that in both models the optimal granularity is in good accordance with observations about the utility of HOMs. We thus provide a theoretical explanation for the importance of half orders of magnitude in commonsense reasoning.
Gaussian Model
Main idea behind Gaussian model. We want a granulation which would cover all possible values, so each positive real number must be covered by one of these intervals. In other words, we want the union of all these intervals to coincide with the set of all positive real numbers.
We also want to makes sure that all values that we are covering are indeed non-negative, i.e., that for every i, even the extended "six sigma" interval only contains non-negative values.
Finally, since one of the main purposes of granularity is to decrease the number of "labels" that we use to describe different quantities, we want to consider optimal (minimal) sets of intervals. Formally, we can interpret "minimal" in the sense that whichever finite subset we pick, we cannot enlarge their overall coverage by modifying one or several of these intervals. Let us formalize these ideas.
In the following definitions, we will use the fact that 
and still get a granulation.
A granulation is called optimal if it cannot be im- So, half-orders of magnitude are indeed optimal.
Uniform Model
Motivations. In the Gaussian model, we started with a 3u bound, and we ended up with a sequence of granules [ai, CL^+^] in which the boundary points ai form an arithmetic progression: uz+l = q . ai and ai = uo . qi, with q = 3. We could start with a bound of 2Su, then we would have got a geometric progression with a different q. Which value of q is indeed optimal?
To find out, let us take into consideration the fact that a granulation is not just for storing values, it is also for processing these values. Of course, when we replace the actual value by the granule to which it belongs, we lose some information. The idea is to choose the q for which this loss is the smallest.
To estimate the loss, we will consider the simplest data processing operation possible: addition. belong, and we want to find out to which of the granules the sum belongs. For example, in the above half-order granulation, we know that the first room has about 10 books, the second about 30, and we want to express the total number of books in the two rooms in similar terms.
The trouble with this problem is that the sum may belong to two different granules. Let us take an example in which we use granules [I, If we want the granulation to be useful, we must assign a certain granule to the sum A + B. Since in reality, the value -4 + B may belong to two different granules, no matter which of the two granules we assign, there is always a probability that this assignment is erroneous.
We would like to select q for which this error probability is the smallest possible. If, as a result of adding ai and a,, we select the granule ak, then the probability that this assignment is erroneous (i.e., that the actual value of Ai + A j is not in ak) is equal to 1 -P(ai + aj E ak). For every i and j , we want to minimize this error, so we select the value k for which this error probability is the smallest:
Definition 3. For every two integers i and j , we define the sum ai + aj ofgranules ai and a, as a granule a k for which the errorprobability 1 -P(ai + a, E ak) is the smallest possible. The error probability E,, related to this addition is then defined as this smallest probability, i.e., a~ Eij = min(1 -P(ai + a, E ak)). Theorem 2. When q 2 fi + l(% 2.41), then def k ai + ai = aj+l, and ai + aj = amax(i,j) fori # j .
When 2 5 q < fi + 1, then ai + ai 1 ai+i, ai + ai+l = ai+l + ai = a i + 2 . and ai + aj = amax(i,j) for li -j l 2 2.
It is worth mentioning that for every q, thus defined addition of granules is commutative but not associative.
Indeed, for q 2 fi + 1, we have: (a +ao) + a1 = a1 + a1 = a 2 , while ao+(ao+al)=ao+al =a1 # a 2 .
For q < fi + 1, we have:
Which q is the best? As a measure of quality of a given granulation, it is natural to take the worst-case error probability, i.e., the error probability corresponding to the worst-case pair (i, j ) (i.e., to the pair with the largest E i j ) :
Definition 4. By an error probability of a granulation, def we mean the value E(q) = m e E i j . In short, here also q E [3,4] is the optimal granulation scale.
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.
1". Let us first prove that for every interval
from an optimal granulation, a, = 6ai. Thus, we get the description from the formulation of the theorem.
5".
One can also easily prove that the granulation in which Ii = [ a , ,~, +~] with ai+l = 3a, cannot be improved and is thus optimal. The theorem is proven.
Proof of Theorem 2. In this proof, we will find the values of P(ai + a, E a h ) for different i, j, and k, and then find, for each i and j , the value k for which the corresponding error 1 -P(az +a, E a h ) is the smallest possible.
1". Let us start by computing the probabilities So, if the granulation is optimal (i.e., cannot be improved), we have ai = 6ui.
20.
[ a i , a t ] from an optimal granulation, a: = Sa;.
corresponding to = j . = 3";. Since a-_< a;, we thus conclude that a+ = 3a-< 3ar = a t . Since the pair ( A i , A j ) is uniformly distributed on the square, the probability P(ai+ai E ai) is equal to the ratio between the area covered by the points for which the sum belongs to ai and the area of the entire square. This ratio does not change when we "rescale" the units by dividing both coordinates by a constant a0 . q'. After this division, the square takes the form [ 1, q] 
Therefore, for k = i, the probability of error is equal to 1 -P(ai + ai E at); for k = i + 1, the probability of error is equal to 1 -P(ai +a; E ai+]) = P(ai + ai E ai).
The triangle S, is smaller than the half of the square, hence P(aT + a, E a,) < 1/2, and so P(a, + a, E a,+l) = 1 -P(at + a, E a,) > A > P(ai + ai E ai). SO, for i = j , the error 1 -P(ai + ai E ak) is the smallest when k = i+ 1. For this k, the error probability Similarly to the case i = j , the probability
is equal to the ratio of the two areas. Again, we can "rescale" both coordinates by dividing them by a0 . q', after which we get the 'following simplified geometric representation of the ratio P(a; + a, E a,) as Sj/S, 0 For q 2 &+ 1, the sum ai + ai+l is equal to ai+l, and the corresponding probability error is equal to For q < &+ 1, the sum ai +ai+l is equal to ai+2, and the corresponding probability error is equal to
The theorem is proven.
Proof of Theorem 3. In the proof of Theorem 2, we have already found the error probabilities Eij corresponding to different values i, j , and q. Let us use these probabilities to find the optimal q. Since the formulas for E,j were different for q > fi + 1 and for q < 4 + 1, we will consider these two cases separately.
Let us start with q 2 fi + 1. In this case, due to the formulas (2), (5), and (6), the error probability E(q) is equal to:
Conclusions
When people make crude estimates, they feel comfortable choosing between alternatives which differ by a half-order of magnitude (e.g., were there 100, 300, or 1,000 people in the crowd), and less comfortable making a choice on a more detailed scale (like 100 or 1 10 or 120) or on a coarser scale (like 100 or 1,000). We have shown that for two natural models of choosing granularity in commonsense estimates, in the optimal granularity, the next estimate is 3-4 times larger than the previous one. Thus, we have explained the commonsense HOM granularity.
